


Books by Meher Baba

IN GOD'S HAND

&

In God's Hand: Explanafions of
Spirituality in Meher Baba's Own
Hand.

120 pages. Hardcover $30.00.

This book represents on event unprecedented in
mankind's recorded history: the God-Man writ
ing about God in His own hand.

Sometime around 1925, Meher Baba wrote
out, in pencil on inexpensive notebook paper,
thirty-nine pages of explanations on spirituality.
Recently come to light, these handwritten pages
record basic truths about God and illusion. Light
and darkness, the dream of creation and the
awakening to Self — themes at the heart of all
of Bobo's spiritual explanations in later works.
Here is a vivid picture of Meher Babo's dynamic
personality in his early years: his quicksilver
energy and vitality, his fluid changes of mood
and style, his astonishing creativity. The manu
script is all the more precious because, after
1927, Meher Baba stopped writing altogether,
except for signing His name.

In this edition, prepared by the Avatar
Meher Baba Perpetual Public Charitable Trust,
the manuscript pages have been presented in
facsimile, in full color and actual size, recreating
the remarkable beauty of the originals. For
those who would like to study the content of
Bobo's explanations more closely, the facsimile
is followed by a supplement containing a print
ed text of each page, translations of non-English
words, footnotes and textual aids.

This is a book to cherish, to read over and
over again, and to pass on to future generations.
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Meher Baba

Discourses
Meher Baba

God Speaks
by Meher Baba.
374 pp.. Supplement, charts, glossary, index.
Hardcover $27.00.

The many diffuse concepts of spiritual truth as
well as new and detailed thought patterns are
clarified and brought together in this monu
mental work. The book describes the intricate

process of reincarna
tion and the inward

journey along the
spiritual path as the
soul consciously
returns to the

Oversoul of its origin.
It covers 'The Planes,"
"States of Divine

Consciousness" and
includes seven charts.

Discourses
by Meher Baba.
452 pp., 7th Edition. Paperback $15.00.
Hardcover $25.00.

Meher Baba's Discourses throws the light of
true knowledge on many of life's most
perplexing problems. Inspiring and practical.
Discourses provides on ever-fresh frame
work of spiritual perspective on the
challenges of everyday life. As Meher Baba
stated, "Words that proceed from the Source
of Truth have real meaning." Discourses
bears eloquent testimony to that fact and will
remain an incomparable companion for
those seeking spiritual direction.
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Isyond Wsrdi
Louis van Gasteren's 1967 35mm film of Meher

Baba now available on video. Twenty-eight min
utes of the most exquisite footage ever taken of
Baba. With a booklet describing the film project.
28 minutes $50.00.

SEE PAGt 14 FOR MORE VIDEOS ABOUT MEHER BABA.
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The Everything and The
Nothing by Meher Baba.
115 pp., Paperback $7.95.

THE

EVERYTHING
AND THE

NOTHING

Sixty-five messages by Meher Babe from the early 1960s.
The statements appeal to both the curious mind and the
thirsty heart, carrying the power of Meher Baba's Infinite
Consciousness and the perfect simplicity of his divinely
loving heart. Among the messages are: "The Lover and the
Beloved"; "God is Shy of Strangers"; "The Pearl Diver";
"Forgive and Forget."

cTMEHEX 'B4M

Listen, Humanity
by Meher Baba
Narrated and edited by
Don Stevens.
262 pp., Paperback $14.95.
Hardcover $19.95.

A favorite introductory book
on Meher Baba for almost 40
years. Includes a lively narra
tive of a four week sohovas
in 1955 and more than 100
pages of messages by Baba.

Sparks of the Truth
from the Dissertations of
Meher Baba.
A Version by C. D. Deshmukh.
96 pp. Paperback $5.95.

Twenty powerful dissertations on the
spiritual path, the nature of the soul and
the meaning of life. Pointed and pithy,
these messages in many ways shake up
some frequently held misconceptions
about the spiritual life.

Beams from Meher Baba
on the Spiritual Panorama
by Meher Baba.
88 pp., Hardcover $12.50.
Thirteen dynamic essays given
by Meher Baba in response to
questions raised by the editors of
God Speaks about the inner
mechanics of the spiritual journey.
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Meher Baba

NARRATED AND EDITED BY D L STEVENS

i

Life At its
Best by
Meher
Baba.
73 pp..
Hardcover
$6.00.

Meeting life
squarely is
the focus of this collection of short
discourses from Meher Baba's
1956 tour of the U.S. Highlights
include "God's Divine Business",
"Deathless Living", 'The Binding
Post", 'The Laws of Karma", 'The
Imperishable Sweetness", "Real
Untouchables", 'The Divine Union"
and 'The Avatar's Advent."

The Path of Love by Meher Baba.
129 pp., Paperback. $12.00.
Available again after several years, this favorite book
for many readers offers a veritable feast of Meher
Baba's messages on a range of religious and
spiritual ideas: from basic theories about God and
the nature of man to advice on how to conduct
our daily lives. Much of this material originally
appear^ in the Awakener Magazine from
1953 to 1976.

FRONT COVER: Painting by Dot Lesnik
entitled "M.S.Irani."

Available on notecards with envelopes.
Packs of 10 $12.00.
Individual cards $ 1.50.

Beautiful, full-color, high-quality print of a large close-up
of Baba's face, 9% x 131^", from the film Beyond Words,
filmed in 1967 at Meherazad. Never before available,
the image, surrounded by a black and gold border, is on
14x18" heavy glossy paper. $ 10.00.

SEE PAGE 16 FOR MORE POSTERS
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Biographies

Bhau Kalchuri's monumental biography of Meher Baba projected to consist of 20 volumes.
Illustrated with hundreds of superb photographs, the series draws on diaries and personal
interviews of many of Meher Bobo's
disciples and followers. Certainly the p-
most detailed biography of Meher Baba
in print. Hardcover,

(1894-1969)

YORK

TO HOIvT-YWOOD
CAIvlFOKNiA

LORD meher series

/J\e^rar^henanram known as Meher
Baba, was bom in Pune, India, on February
25, 1894, of Persian parents, in 1913 while
still in college, a momentous event occurred
in Baba's life . . . the meeting with Hazrat
Babajan, on ancient Mohammedan woman
and one of the five Perfect Masters of the Age.
Babajan gave him God-Realization and made
him aware of his high spiritual destiny.

His spiritual mission began in 1921 when
he drew together his first close disciples. It was
these early disciples who gave him the name
Meher Baba, which means "Compassionate
Father."

After years of intensive training of his disciples,
Meher Baba established a colony near Ahmed-
nagar (India) that is called Meherabad. Here the
Master's work embraced a free school where
spiritual training was stressed, a free hospital and
dispensary, and shelters for the poor. No distinction
was made between the high castes and untouch
ables; all mingled in common fellowship through the
inspiration of the Master.

Meher Baba told his disciples that from July 10,
1925 he would observe silence. Since that day he'
maintained silence until his death in 1969. His many
spiritual discourses and messages were dictated by
means of on alphabet board. In 1954, the Master
discontinued the use of the board and reduced all
communication to hand gestures unique in expres
siveness and understandable to many.

An important part of Meher Baba's work
through the years has been to personally contact
and to serve hundreds of those knovm in India as
"masts." These are advanced pilgrims on the
spiritual path who have become spiritually
intoxicated from direct awareness of God.

Meher Baba asserts that he is the same Ancient
One, come again to redeem man from his bondage
of ignorance and to guide him to realize his true
Self which is God. Meher Baba is acknowledged by
bis many followers all over the world as the Avatar
of the Age.
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The Biography
of the Avatar
of the Age
Meher Baba

Voltune Five
1932-1934

Vol.t&ll: 1894-1925

776 pp., $80.00.
Vol.V: 1932-1934

355 pp., $40.00.
Vol. XI & XII: 1952-1954

668 pp., $80.00.

Vol. 111:1925-1929

415 pp., $40.00.
(currently out of prinlj

Vol. IV: 1929-1932

365 pp., $40.00.

Vol. VI & VII (Part I):
1934-1940

656 pp., $80.00.

Vol. VII (Port II) & VIII:
1940-1945

576 pp., $80.00.

Vol. XIII & XIV: 1954-1956

719 pp., $80.00.

Vol. XV & XVI: 1956-1960

607 pp., $80.00.

Vol. IX &X: 1945-1952

736 pp., $80.00.

Vol. XVII & XVIII: 1960-1964

552 pp., $80.00

Inquire about upcoming volumes 19 and 20

0 Parvardigar
The best shots of Meher Baba from a wide variety of films, edited into a
10-minute segment and backed by Pete Townshend's powerful rendition
of "The Parvardigar Prayer." 10 min, $19.95.

See page 14 for more
VIDEOS ABOUT MEHER BABA.



The Beloved: The Life and Work of
Meher Baba by Naosherwan Anzar.
158 pp.^ Paperback $12.00.

Full of fieart and love, this unusual biography
combines text, annotations and 165 photo
graphs to provide a fascinating record of
Meher Boba's early childhood; his contacts with
his spiritual Masters; and the 50 subsequent
years of extraordinary work. The text is based
on both published and unpublished diaries and
notes from Baba's earliest disciples.
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PSES OF THE GOD-MAN, MEHER
by Bal Nafu

GUMPSES
c^the

GOD-MAN

Vol. IV.

216 pp.,
Poperbock
$10.00.

Covers Meher
Baba's nine-
month visit

to Dehro Dun
in 1953 and
the first public
declaration

of his
Avatarhood.

VoI.V.

325 pp.,
Paperback
$10.00.

The almost
hourly detail of
Meher Baba's
travels through
Homirpur and
Andhra over a
nine-week peri
od in 1954.

the IIPE ROD UJORH OP

mSHER BRBR
Tom a Dorothy Hopt^iri/Qn

written biography offers one of the mosi
readable accounts of Meher Baba's life. (spiritually

intoxicated). Please not: Vol. II & III are out of print

Vol. VI.

264 pp.,
Paperback
$12.00.

Covers March
1954 to April
1955,0 period
which included
The Three
Incredible
Weeks, the
Final
Declaration,
and Meher
Baba's decision
to stop using the
alphabet board.

Meher Baba At Harmon-on-Hudson
1932. Token by Paramount in 1932, this
newsreel was rediscovered in 1994 in a film
archive in New York. Enhanced by freeze-
framing of the best shots of Baba and com
ments on the film written by Mani, this is an
extraordinary look at the young Meher
Baba. 8 min. $15.00.

Meher Baba's 1932 Message to America
Rediscovered in 1993 in the archives of the University of
South Carolina, this unedited film footage - never before
seen - was recorded by Movietone in New York. In it, Baba
answers questions posed by Meredith Starr about
his mission in America. 7 min. $15.00.
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The Biography
of the Avatar
of the Age
Meher Baba

Voltune Five

1933-1934

Vol. I & II: 11

776 pp., $81

Vol. Ill: 1921

415 pp., $41
(currently out of j

Vol. IV: 192

365 pp., $4

736 pp., 580.00.

Inquire about upcoming Volumes 19 and 20

O Parvardigar
The best shots of Meher Baba from a wide variety of films, edited into a
10-minute segment and backed by Pete Townshend's powerful rendition
of "The Parvardigar Prayer." lOmin. $19.95.

See page 14 for more
VIDEOS ABour Meher Baba.



The Beloved: The Life and Work of
Meher Baba by Naosherwan Anzar.

158 pp., Paperback $12.00.

Full of heart and love, this unusual biography
combines text, annotations and 165 photo
graphs to provide a fascinating record of
Meher Boba's early childhood; his contacts with
his spiritual Masters; and the 50 subsequent
years of extraordinary work. The text is based
on both published and unpublished diaries and
notes from Baba's earliest disciples.

THE

The Lije, Journeys
and Work of Meher Baha
H ith an Interpretation
ofhis Silence and
Spiritual Teaching

C. B. PURDOM

ISECsElsEBBIaSBBEEEBBBBEBQl

The God-Man: The Life,
Journeys and Work of Meher
Baba with an interprefation of
his Silence and Spiritual
Teachings by Charles Purdom.
458 pp., Hardcover $20.00.

The BELOVED
The Life and Work of Meher Baba

Naosherwan Anzar

Completed by one of Meher Baba's early
western disciples in 1962, The God-
Man, as expansion of Purdom's original
The Perfecf Master, was the first
authoritative biography of Meher Baba

published. With access to diaries by close disciples and to "living
witnesses", Purdom has written an account which celebrates with
heart and head the advent of Avatar Meher Baba.

Rare First Editions of The GochMan, published in England in
1962, are also available in limited quantity. Hardcover $50.00.

mUCH niEnCEl Ihe Ufe Mehe,
Baba by Tom and Dorothy
Hopkinson.
230 pp.. Paperback $7.95.

Intended as a brief but complete introduction
to Meher Baba for Westerners, this finely
written biography offers one of the most
readable accounts of Meher Baba's life.
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Glimpses of the God-Man, Meher Baba
by Bal Natu

nfeiWIPSffGUMPSESG ton pin of the God-Mao,

qfthe

GOD-MAN
Mehtr Baha

GOD-MAN

Vol.1. Vol. IV. Vol.V. Vol. VI.

432 pp.. 216 pp.. 325 pp.. 264 pp..
Paperback Paperback Paperback Paperback
$10.95. $10.00. $10.00. $12.00.

The first of the Covers Meher The almost Covers March

"Glimpses" Baba's nine- hourly detail of 1954 to April
series, covering
Meher Baba's

month visit Meher Baba's 1955,0 period
to Dehro Dun travels through which included

activites from in 1953 and Hamirpur and The Three

1943 to 1948, the first public Andhra over a Incredible

including his declaration nine-week peri Weeks, the
first visit to of his od in 1954. Final

Meherazad Avatarhood. Declaration,
and work with and Meher

the "masts" Baba's decision
(spiritually to stop using the
intoxicated). PLEASE NOT; VOL. M & Ill ARE OUT OF PRINT alphabet board.

Meher Baba At HarmoiMn-Hudson

1932. Taken by Paramount in 1932, this
newsreel was rediscovered in 1994 in a film
archive in New York. Enhanced by freeze-
framing of the best shots of Baba and com
ments on the film written by Mani, this is an
extraordinary look at the young Meher
Baba. 8 min. $15.00.

Meher Baba's 1932 Message to America
Rediscovered in 1993 in the archives of the University of
South Carolina, this unedited film footage - never before
seen - was recorded by Movietone in New York. In it, Baba
answers questions posed by Meredith Starr about
his mission in America. 7 min. $15.00.
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That's How it was:
Stories of Life with meher baba

by Eruch
Jessawala.
406 pp.
Paperback $15.00.
Hardcover $25.00.

Eruch JessGwcla's sto
ries of Meher Baba
hove enthralled listen
ers in Mandali Hall at
Meherazad for more
than 25 years.

lhat s How It Was
STORIES OF IIFE WITH MEHER BABA

Now in one volume are
collected the best of those
stories, including the con
tents of two earlier books,
Is That So? and
Determined To Be His,
and more than 100 pages
of new stories and per
ceptions, all of them tight
ly focused on following,
loving and obeying the
Avatar.

MEHERA

by Mehera J. Irani.
Compiled from talks and
tape recordings.
Illustrated. 317 pp..
Hardcover $22.50.

Meher Baba said of
Mehera J. Irani, "She is
my very breath."
Between the pages of
this book, in her own
words, is all the
flavor of that unique
love.

Meher Baba, Mehera and Mani in the
Meherazad garden during the 60's. One of several color reproductions in the book, Mehera.

SEE PAGE 14 FOR
MORE VIDEOS
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Beholden To Him
Powerful in its direct
ness and simplicity,
this 1990 interview
with Eruch Jessa
wala focuses on find
ing the Beloved with

in and the importance
of that jDersonal relation
ship. 52 min. $29.95.

Offering Our
Imperfections
A 1994 interview with
Eruch Jessawala about
giving all our imperfec
tions to Meher Baba, and
a range of other topics
including the necessity of
befriending the mind.
50 min. $29.95.

rJun!i!i557rTu!II^"
Process of Awakening
A 1993 interview with
Eruch Jessawala about
the inner life with Meher
Baba. Includes photos
and film footage of
Meher Baba.
60 min. $29.95.

To Be Natural

l.ii.LiV'l Afascinat-
•"^ng interview
with Eruch (1982)
about his under
standing of what
Baba wants from
us and what he really
meant when he said to be
natural. 50 min. $29.95



Dreaming of The Belove
by Mani S. Irani.
80 pp. Hardcover
$22.00.

Within these pages is
a glorious and fanciful
world: dreams of Meher
Bobo dreamt by his
sister Mani S. Irani.

Soaring on Mani's
imaginative command of
language, and given
further wings by the equally
expressive imagination
flowing through Wodin's
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twenty-
four full color illustra

tions, these dreams tell an inner

story; of the love, yearning, strug
gle and joy that filled the life of
the sister of the Avatar of the Age.

God-Brother

MuU S. Irani

God-Brother: Stories from
my Childhood with Meher
Baba by Mani S. Irani.
160 pp.. Paperback $12.00.
Meher Bobo was 24 years old
when his sister, Mani, was born.
Goxf-Brofher is Mani Irani's
account of her childhood with
Meher Baba, when, even at that

age, he was the pivot point of her
life. Childhood stories they may
be, but they carry with them the
deeper meanings and under
standings that come with Mani's
long, close association with the
Avatar of the Age. And their
innate charm is enhanced by
Wodin's free-spirited illustrations.

Us Too Baba Loved Us Too: Stories of Meher
Baba and His Pets

ana His Pets I

by Mehera J. Irani.
Illustrated. 172 pp.. Paperback $8.95.

These stories of Meher Babo's pets come
straight from Mehero's porch at Meherazad -
site of the telling of many a tale about the
Avatar over the past 30 years. Running, flying
and tail-wagging through these stories are the
likes of Sheeba and Mastan, Lucky and Jumpu,
Mittu and Foundy, Peter and Begum and many
more, all beloved of the Avatar.

Eighty-Two Family Letters
to the Western Family of
Lovers and Followers of

Meher Baba by
Mani S. Irani.
376 pp..
Paperback
$12.00.

Meher Baba's sister
and close disciple

combines lively language and an
observant eye to paint a bright,
intimate picture of Meher Babo's
activities from 1958 to 1969.

m
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Mehera: Meher Baba's Beloved Meher Baba,

Narrated by Meheru Irani, gives an in-depth picture
of Mehero's life using rare photos and film clips and
interviews with Mehera
42 min. $39.95.

 Lord & Friend
Here is Mehero's story in her own words of coming
to Baba. Recorded in 1986. One of ongoing
releases called The Witness Series.
58 min. $54.95.
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The Woyfarers: Meher Baba
the God-Intoxicated

bv William Donkin
576 ppv Maps. Hardcover $25.00.
fhe Wayforers is the only book of its
kind. It chronicles in the finest detail what
was a major port of Meher Bobo's work
during his lifetime: contacting hundreds of
those who ore called masts in the East,
spiritually advanced souls so enthralled
with their yearning for union with God
that they lose touch with the ordinary
world.

Includes a separate full color mop of
India, and a black and white map show
ing the routes Baba traveled to locate the
masts.

Set of tour art rep

G°4 S in Infa w* ^
aiscilJe, I ^,1, sl,o«n on
for 40 years. r. paper,
tfie rigbt are pnn ® . $7.50 each.
12x16". $aO.OO/set, ^

Gift Of God

Gift of God

by Arnovoz Dadachanji.
241 pp., Paperback $13.50.

An extraordinary memoir, written by one of
Meher Bobo's women mondoli. Arnovoz

was the only one of the women mondoli to
marry and live in the world for many years,
at Bobo's behest. He told her to "be a moth

er to everyone" and hundreds of pilgrims to

^^Pler c

Meher Bobo's home in India con vouch for
the fact that she has done just that, with
profound, loving understanding and keen
observation. Here ore stories of living with
the Avatar and for him - with a single-
minded focus on obeying him.

Because of Love: My Life and Art with Meher Baba
by Rano Gayley. 132 pp., 8!4xll//' Hardcover. $20.00.

because

The intriguing and enigmatic Ten Circles Chart is the
focal point of this memoir by one of Meher Baba's early
Western disciples. Fully illustrated in color and black
and white.

Excerpt h'om Because of
love showing original
sicetchs for the Ten Circles
Chart that were approved
by Baba, and their final
versions.
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SHiRIAR BOOKS
807 34"' Avenue S

North Myrtle Beach, SC 29582
Phone: 843 272-1339
Fox: 843 361-1747

Email; books@sheriarfoundGtion.org
Order Online: www.sheriarfoundation.org

Closer and Closer to Him p.l4
A Dote with The Eternal Beloved p.l4
Doing All For His Sake p.l4
Each One His Duty p.l4
Eternal Beloved p.l3&14
The Future With Meher Bubo p.l4
God-Man p.l4
"Hello, Ducks" p.l4
How To Love God p.l4
Journey with God p.l4
Kitty: Love in Service p.l4
The Lord of Love p.l4
Living with God p.l4
Love Personified p.l4
Moni in Meherazad Garden p.l4
Meher Baba at Harmon-on-Hudson p.5&14
Meher Baba Lord & Friend p.7 &14
Meher Bobo's 1932 Message to America p.5 & 14
Meher Babe's Call p.l4
Mehera: Meher Babe's Beloved p.7 & 14
Memoirs of the Frivolous Three p.lO &14
Offering Our Imperfections p.6&14
0 Porvordigar p.4&14
Pedri p.l4
Peter p.l4
Process of Awakening p.6&14
The Fast-West Gathering p.l4
Three-Querters of the World p.l4
To Be Noturol p.6&14
Virginia Rudd: Memories of Meher Babe p.l4
Welcome to My World p.l4

49.95

15.00

15.00

49.95
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15.00
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38.95

40.00

29.95

15.00
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29.95
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29.95
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19.95

CASSEnES
After All This Time p.15
Ancient One p.l5
Ancient One Blues P-f5
Another World P-15
Be Mine P-f5
Beyond Love P-15
Dante's House P-15
The Fast-West Gathering P-15
God-Man af My Heart P-15
Full Circle P-15
Glory of Love P-15
Happy Trails P-15
I Dreamed I Saw My Saviour P-15
I Won't Hold Bock P-1^
I'm Yours P-15
Know Your Arti P-15
My Heart is Calling You P-15
The Lord ond The Lady P-15
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10.00
10.00

10.00

10.95

10.00
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6.95
8.00
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10.95
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10.00
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10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
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»hei>her Baba's MeherabaiT and Meherazad

Sharon HdnnoiiMuir
66 pp., 10x13 3/4", Hardcover $27.00.

A colorful collection of 31 wafercolor paintings of memorable scenes at Meherabad and
Meherazad. Images include Baba's Room, Mehera's Porch, Mandali Hall and The Blue Bus,
The Rahuri Cabin, Baba's Flag on The Tower (shown on cover of the book), Baba's
Samadhi, and many more.
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The Wayfarers: Meher Baba
with the God-intoxicateci

by William Donkin
576 pp., Maps. Hardcover $25.00.

The Wayfarers is the only book of its
kind. It chronicles in the finest detail what

was a major part of Meher Bobo's work
during his lifetime: contacting hundreds of
those who ore called masts in the East,

spiritually advanced souls so enthralled
with their yearning for union with God
that they lose touch with the ordina^
world.

Includes a separate full color mop of
India, and a black and white map show
ing the routes Baba traveled to locate the
masts.
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Gift Of

Gift of God
by Arnovoz Dodoci
241 pp.. Paperback $1,'

An extraordinary memo
Meher Baba's women m
was the only one of the
marry and live in the wc
at Baba's behest. He tolc
er to everyone" and hur

Because of Love: M]
by Rano Gayley. 13
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books
'  ̂ So Amazing

Baba Loved Us Too
—  - Beams from AAeher Baba

BecQuse of Love: My Life and Art
with Meher Baba

—- tionversations with The Awakener
Discourses (paperback)

-  Discourses (hardcover)
Dreaming of The Beloved
higbty-Two Family Letters
Footprints in the Sand
Gift of God
Glimpses of the God-Man Vol. I

■ Glimpses of the God-Man Vol. IV
~  Glimpses of the God-Man Vol. V
-  - Glimpses of the God-Man Vol. VI
—  God Speaks

-  God-Brother
How A Master Works
In God's Hand
Intimate Conversations with The Awakener
tetters of Love
Letters from the Mondoli Vol I
Letters from the Mondali Vol II
Life At It's Best
Listen Humanity (paperback)
Listen Humanity (hardcover)
Lord Meher Vol I & II
Lord Meher Vol IV
Lord Meher Vol IX & X
Lord Meher Vol V
Lord Meher Vol VI & VII (Port I)
Lord Meher Vol VII (Port II) & VIII
Lord Meher Vol XI & XII
Lord Meher Vol XIII & XIV
Lord Meher Vol XV & XVI
Lord Meher Vol XVII & XVIII
Love Alone Prevails
Meditations in Color
Meher Baba's Next Wave
Meher Baba The Awakener
Meher Baba The Awakener of the Age

- Mehero

More Conversations with The Awakener
Much Silence

Norino's Gift

Of Men and Meher Baba
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15.00
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12.00

12.00

13.50

10.95

10.00

10.00

12.00

27.00

12.00

17.95

30.00

12.00

25.00

7.95

7.95

6.00

14.95

19.95

80.00

40.00

$ 80.00
40.00

80.00

80.00

80.00

$ 80.00
$ 80.00
$ 80.00
$ 30.00

27.00

12.95

9.95

15.00

22.50

10.00

7.95

$ 20.00
$  10.00
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.... . Over the Years with Meher Babe p.l2 s 12.00

Practical Spirituality with Meher Baha (pk) p.ll $ 15.95

Practical Spirituality with Meher Baba(hordcvr)p.ll $ 19.95

Some Results P.13 $ 10.00

Sparks of the Truth p.3 s 5.95

Still Dancing with Love p.lO s 8.95

That's How It Was (paperback) p.6 s 15.00

That's How It Was (hardcover) p.6 s 25.00

The Beloved p.5 s 12.00

The Best of the Glow p.l2 s 8.95

The Color of Compassion Reproductions
(per set) p.8 s 20.00

(each) p.8 $ 7.50

The Dunce of Love p.lO
p.3

s 10.00

- The Everything and The Nothing s 7.95

The God-Man p.5 $ 20.00

The God-Man (First Edition) p.5 s 50.00

The Ocean of Love p.lO $ 10.00

The Path of Love p.3 $ 12.00

Three Incredible Weeks p.ll $ 7.95

The Samadhi: Star of Infinity p.9 $ 12.00

The Turning of the Key p.ll $ 12.00

The Wayfarers p.8 $ 25.00

Treasures fram the Meher Baha Journals p.ll $ 8.95

Universal Prayer p.l3 $ 18.50

What Am 1 Doing Here? p.l2 $
$
$

2.00

POnRY

s —

1 Heard God Laughing p.l6 $ 14.00

.... . Light on Running Water p.l6 s 10.00

.  Processianal of Joy p.l6 $ 5.00

.- Songs Grown from Sand and Stones p.l6 $ 10.00

.  .- Stay With God p.l6 $ 20.00

The Gift p.l6 $ 13.95

The Subject Tonight is Love p.l6 $
$

10.00

$

s —

VIDEOS
A Conversation With Bol Nofu

Accepting His Way
All This and Heaven Too
The Ancient One

- Avatar

Baba's Kitty; A True Friend
Beholden To Him
The Beloved's Watchdog
Beloved With Us
Beyond Words

p.l4
p.l4
p.l4
p.l4
p.l4
p.l4
p.6 &14
p.l4
p.l4
P.2&14

$  15.00
$  15.00
$ 49.95
$ 39.95
$  19.95
$  15.00
$ 29.95
$ 38.95
$  19.95
$ 50.00

Closer and Closer to Him p.l4 $ 49.95
A Dote with The Eternal Beloved p.l4 $ 15.00

Doing All For His Sake p.l4 $ 15.00

Each One His Duty p.l4 $ 49.95

Eternal Beloved P.13&14 $ 49.95

The Future With Meher Bubo p.l4 $ 19.95

God-Mon p.l4 $ 29.95

"Hello, Ducks" p.l4 $ 15.00

How To Love God p.l4 S 29.95

Journey with God p.l4 s 49.95

Kitty; Love in Service p.l4 s 15.00

The Lord of Love p.l4 $ 34.95

Living with God p.l4 $ 38.95

Love Personified p.l4 $ 40.00

Muni in Meherazad Garden p.l4 $ 29.95

Meher Baha at Harmon-on-Hudson p.5 & 14 s 15.00

Meher Baha Lord & Friend P.7&14 $ 54.95

Meher Baba's 1932 Message to America p.5 & 14 $ 15.00

Meher Bobo's Coll p.l4 s 39.95

Mehero; Meher Babe's Beloved P.7&14 s 39.95

Memoirs of the Frivolous Three p.lO &14 $ 15.00

Offering Our Imperfections p.6 & 14 $ 29.95

0 Porvordigar P.4&14 $ 19.95

Podri p.l4 $ 29.95

Peter p.l4 $ 15.00

Process of Awakening p.6 & 14 $ 29.95

The East-West Gathering p.l4 s 35.00

Three-Quarters of the World p.l4 s 9.95

To Be Natural p.6 & 14 $ 29.95

Virginia Rudd: Memories of Meher Babe p.l4 $ 25.00

Welcome to My World p.l4 $
$

19.95

s _

CASSEnES
After All This Time

Ancient One

Ancient One Blues

Another World

Be A/line

Beyond Love
Dante's House

The East-West Gathering
God-Man of My Heart
Full Circle

Glory of Love
Happy Trails
I Dreamed I Saw My Saviour
I Won't Hold Bock
I'm Yours

Know Your Arti
My Heart is Calling You
The Lord and The Lady

10.00

10.00

10.00
10.95

10.00

10.00

10.00
6.95

8.00

10.95
10.95

10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00

10.00
10.00

Sharon

.mions in Coior^

Renderings ol Meher Bnbn's Mehembad and Meherond
Sharon Harmon Muir

66 pp., 10x13 3/4", Hardcover $27.00.

A colorful collecfion of 31 wotercoior paintings of memorable scenes at Meherabad and
Meherazad. Images include Baba's Room, Mehera's Porcfi, Mondali Hall and The Blue Bus,
The Rahuri Cabin, Baba's Flag on The Tower (shown on cover of the book), Baba's
Samadhi, and many more.
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Meher Bobo: Avotur of the Age p.15 S 10.00
Now Till the End p.15 $  12.00
On the Ronri to Mehernhnd p.15 $ 10.00
One Dream Away p.15 $ 10.00
One Real Friend p.15 S 10.00
Relentless Love p.15 S  12.00
The Second Coming Pl5 S 10.00
So Close p.l5 S 10.00
Skydoncer P-15 $  10.95

_  Sweet Wine of Love p.15 S 10.00
Victory Unto Thee p.15 $ 10.00
White Rock Trail p.15 $ 10.00
Window to God p.15 $ 10.00

CDS

After All This Time

Ancient One Blues

- Another World

- - Beoutiful

- Cherish The Present

Come to My House
Donee Dervish Donee

Donee In The Breeze

Eclipse
Full Circle

Graceful and Magnificent
Meher's Wine

No Strings Attached
Now Till the End

- One Dream Away
Out of the Source

Waiting on this Hill
- Ways to Attain The Supreme Reality
- Whisper I Love You
- Your Life Is Not Your Own

POSTERS/MAPS
Beyond Words Poster
In His Footsteps Mop
Love is Self-Communicative Poster

Movie Poster 11 x 17"

Movie Poster 27 x 28"

True Love Poster

p.15
p.l5
p.l5
p.l5

p.15

p.l5

p.15
p.15

p.15

p.15

p.15
p.15

p.15

p.15
p.15

p.15

p.15

p.15

p.15

p.15

$ 15.00

12.00

12.00
14.00

$ 20.00
9.00
9.00

15.00

15.00
10.95

15.00

12.95
15.00
15.95
14.00
12.00
12.00
9.00

9.00
$ 12.00
$

$

P.3&16
p.l6

p.l6

p.l6

p.l6
p.l6

$ 10.00
$  1.95
$  3.00
$  5.00
^ 10.00
$  2.50
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Letters from

the Mandali of

Avatar Meher

Baba,Vol.l,
compiled by
Jim Mistry.
152 pp., Paperback
$7.95.

Behind the well-documented areas of

Meher Baba's life is a vast store of

correspndence between him and
his followers. Written by seven close
disciples, with varying degrees of
Meher Baba's participation, the
letters in this collection dote from

the 1950s to 1981.

Letters from

the Mandali of
Avatar Meber

Baba, Vol. II,
compiled by
Jim Mistry.
176 pp.. Paperback
$7.95.

A series of letters from Meher Baba

to Dr. William Donkin in the 1930s

and 1940s highlights this second
collection of letters, providing a
matchless portrait of Meher Baba's
relationship with those committed to
following him.

A Conversation With
Bal Natu

The author of the
Conversaiions

series shares his

sense of how these
"conversations"

came into being in
a worm, loving and
humor-laced inter

view videotaped in 1992.

34min. $15.00
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Tbe Samadbi:
Star of infinity
by Bal Natu.
142 pp.,
Paperback $12.00.

yaton

In a deeply heartfelt and
thought-provoking meditation
on the unique significance of
Meher Baba's Samadhi in India,
Bal Natu shares his personal
reflections and convictions on

its special role in the Avatar's
advent.

Tracing the history of the
Samadhi - the chronology of
how Meher Baba established

the resting place for his physi
cal form - Bal also reveals the

evolution over many years of
his own deepening relationship

to "the Divine Satellite" (as he
calls Baba's tomb).

Conversations witb Tbe Awakener
by Bal Natu.
124 pp..
Paperback $10.00.

From the pen of Bal Natu, author of the
Glimpses series, comes this extraordinarily
inspiring collection of internal conversations
with the Beloved. Simple and soaring,
poignant and funny, these conversations
allow us to eavesdrop on an intensely
personal relationship between a lover and .
his Lord. A huge favorite.

r

More Conversations witb Tbe Awakener
by Bal Natu.
100 pp..
Paperback $10.00.

Readers who demanded "more" after publica
tion of Bal Notu's Conversations with The

Awakener in 1991 have another feast in
store with this second volume. Here are seven
teen more intimate talks between a man and
his creator, between this man and his best
friend, talks that draw us into the very
personal relationship between master and j
disciple. Readers will find their own per
sonal connections represented in these conversations: the
sweetness, the love, the frustrations - all the aspects of a life lived
with awareness of the presence of the God-Man.

...
"ATu

f

(-IK

intimate Conversations witb Tbe Awakener
by Bal Natu.
100 pp., 1998.
Paperback $12.00.

In response to letters Bal Natu describes
Conversations as: 'The Source of these

conversations with the ever-renewing
Awakener, the One residing in each one's
being, is unconditional Love which sustains
life. This Love is all the time waiting for the
slightest genuine response from the heart,
and the conversation begins." Intimate
Conversations, the third volume in the
series, contains nineteen new conversations

Meditations in Color:

Renderings of Meber Baba's Meberabad and Meberazad
Sbaron Harmon Muir

66 pp., 10x13 3/4", Hardcover $27.00.

A colorful collection of 31 watercolor paintings of memorable scenes at Meherabad and
Meherazad. Images include Baba's Room, Mehera's Porch, Mandali Hall and The Blue Bus,
The Rahuri Cabin, Baba's Flag on The Tower (shown on cover of the book), Baba's
Samadhi, and many more.
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Z BACK IN PAINT

Love Alone
Prevails by
KHtyDovy.
Second
Edition.

744 PPv^^
Illustrated

with over 100

photographs.
Paperback
$30.00.

Out of print for several years, this incredible
account of life with Meher Baba will be avail

able again early 2001. Here, Kitty Davy, one
of the earliest of Meher Bobo's western disci

ples, weaves the story of fifty of her years
with Meher Baba. She starts with her 1931

meeting with him in London, goes on to
accounts of visits to India and European cities
with him, to the fifteen years she spent with
him in India and finally to America where she
became an integral port of the life of the
Meher Spiritual Center and the lives of those
who come there between 1952 and Kitty's
passing in 1991. For those who knew Kitty
and were recipients of the love that came
through her, this book provides an incompa
rable memoir. For those who never knew her,
it offers a uniquely clear look at what disci-
pleship really means.

VIS®'*
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stories

v^estern

les

$^5.00

His Early Western Diseiples
Margaret Craske

The Dgnce of Love: My Life with
Meher Baba

by Margaret Craske.
180 pp., Paperback $10.00.

With humor,
with love

and with

incompara
ble wit. Miss
Craske

shares won

derful tales

of her 60-

year rela
tionship with
Meher Baba,
and pre
serves for all

time an aspect of Meher Baba that easily
could hove been lost — his divinely deli
cious sense of humor. Here is Meher

Baba as he really was.

Uancegf
LOVE

My Life with Meher Baba

MARGARET CRASKE

Still Dancing with Love: More
Stories of Life with Meher Baba

by Margaret Craske.
116 pp.. Paperback $8.95.

Published a

few weeks

after her

death at 97

in 1990, this
book offers

more tales of

early ashram
life and

vignettes of
other people
who heard of

Meher Baba

through Miss Craske. But most of all there
ore stories of Meher Bobo's direct and
indirect influence, of love and obedience,
of charm and humor.

r. Still ,Dancing with
LOVE
lHoTT Stnrin

Life mOx Mfher Baba

MARGARRTCRASKE

My Life with Mdier Baba

DELIA DELEON

The Ocean of Love: My Life with Meher Baba
by Delia DeLeon.
256 pp,. Paperback $10.00.

A breezy style, wrapped in great thoughtfulness and insight,
marks this memoir from one of Meher Bobo's earliest western

disciples. One of the volume's highlights is Delia's collection of
letters, postcards and cables reproduced throughout its pages,
giving a strong sense of immedia
cy, of being in that time when one
could be fortunate enough to
receive direct communications from

Meher Baba.

One of many cables from Mefier Baba to Delia
reproduced in The Oceen el Lore

CISCO-

The following is an excerpt from
(illy Davy's first encounter with Meher Baba

"You asked! where I was when I first met Baba.

If was at the Railway Station (in London) and I
just shook hands and said "How do you do." I

didn't expecf ever to see him again..

Later in her parents home, KiHy sontinuess

"Baba asked each ot us to tome alone hr a

tew moments, to tome and talk with him. And I
noficed a little tear in his sadra (shirt). He was
dressed in a white sadra and he knew— I sup
pose I didn't mean him to know I was thinking
such a thing — of tourse I was seeing him for

the for the first few moments — buf, I did see

there was a tear in his white sadra. And he got

the thought very quickly because he immedi
ately got Meredith Starr who was interpreting

for him, to say that I was to go and get a piece
of cotton and mend the tear. And then after

wards he said that this was the beginning of
further service youll have to do for me. And I

remember that very clearly. Ihaf was my first

10
SEE PAGES 14 FOR /ACRE VIDEOS



Three Incredible Wbeks
with Mdier Baba

Three

Incredible

Weeks with

Meher Baba:

September 11-
September 30,
1954 by
Malcolm

Schloss and

Charles

Purdom.

178 pp.,
Paperback $7.95.

A doy-by-doy diary account of a unique
three-week dorshon when 20 Western men
were invited by Meher Baba to take part in
his daily life. The first part of this minutely
detailed account is the diary kept by Schloss
and Purdom. It is rounded out by shorter,
very personal memoirs by others who attend
ed, including Darwin Shaw, Lud Dimpfl,
Joseph Harb and Will Backett.

Treasures from

the Meher

Baba Journals

Compiled and
edited by Jane
Barry Haynes.
246 pp., illus. with
30 photographs.
Paperback $8.95.

Written by a
staff of Indian,
American, English

REASURES

from I he

Meher Baba Journals

and Russian disciples then living with Meher
Baba in India, the Journals were published
monthly from 1938 to 1942. Treasures culls
the best accounts of Meher Baba's ashram

from that period, including articles by such
early western disciples as Kitty Davy, Delia
DeLeon, Norina Matchabelli, Nadine Tolstoy,
Elizabeth Patterson, Will Backett, excerpts from
the diary of F. H. "Chanji" Dodochonji. There
are also 32 pages of short quotes by Meher
Baba.
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The Turning of Ihe Key: Meher
Baba in Australia by Bill Le Page.
428 pp.. Photographs. Paperback $12.00.

Meher Baba in the land called "Down Under" is the focus of these enthralling mem
oirs by a man who has spent most of his adult life dedicated to the spread of Baba's
message in Australia and to the development of Avatar's Abode, Baba's home in that
country. Complete with accounts of Baba's two visits to Australia, Le Page's own
notes on the 'Three Incredible Weeks" and an extended 1967 visit to Baba in India.

Practical Spirituality with Meher Baba
by John A. Grant.
240 pp.. Paperback $15.95. Hardcover $19.95.

A delightful account of Meher Baba's visits to Australia
in 1956 and 1958, including practical guidelines for
the spiritual life given by Baba at that time.

Practical Spirituality
with

Meher Baba

tXCEBPT FROM THE BOOK, PXGE 5 4.

. . . Then I asked him if he wished to meet my falher-
in-law.

He said, "Does he won! to come to me?" I ran up to
Pop and said, "Baba says, do you want to come to him?"
He said, "Oh yes, my word I do." He got up on his crutch
es and made a step towards Baba, but before he could go any further, Meher Baba was
there on the patio. Pop said, "Salam Alekum." Baba through Eruch said, "Alekum Salam."
Then Baba embraced him. The thought occurred to me, "If you take one step towards
God, God will take ten steps towards you" - A quote from the Koran. This is literally what
happened here.

i§m§ aid) ptetepifiiie ef iM®? Belia etidl Ck liileif

There are many new, never-seen-before photographs of Meher Baba, as well as old classics
now available at Sheriar Books.

A wide selection of color photos of the Mandali, mostly by Win Coates ore also available.

Please stop by on your next visit to the Center, dip into these treasures and browse.

CALL US AT 843-272-1339 TO TALK ABOUT PHOTOGRAPHS
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A Love So Amazing

A .> XlriifT BrtKi

How A Master Works by Ivy 0. Duce
778 pp., Hardcover
$17.95.

Ivy Duce writes with charm, humor and honesty of
her own spiritual search and the path that finally led
to her first meeting with Meher Boba in 1948 in
India, and subsequent meetings in India and the
U.S. With an extensive supplement.

Over The Years With Meher Baba

144 pp., Paperback
$12.00.

This is a wonderful and varied collection
of Baba stories, many based on rough
notes Bill Le Page made in India over the
past twenty years. The reader can open
this volume at random and be assured of
coming up with a gem of a tale.

Try the story about Baba responding
personally to Gaimai Jessowalo's need for
help in the middle of the night, a touching
example of the Avatar personally serving
his lovers. Or the young Eruch's experi
ence of arranging his family's going to
Meher Baba. Or any of the other delight
ful stories Bill heard from Eruch in
thel 970s. Become absorbed in the letters
he received from Baba's sister, Mani, and
Francis Brabazon in the 1950s and

1960s, or Chanji's accounts of the Blue
Bus tours, and - just because he reminds
Bill of Meher Baba - a few stories about
Prophet Mohammad. As a bonus. Bill has
included thirty-seven pages taken from the
long out-of-print Net We But One.

What Am I Doing Here?
by Ivy 0. Duce
64 pp., Paperback
$2.00.

If you're still asking
yourself that question,
this small primer on the
meaning of life con be
0 big help.

A Love So Amazing:
Memories of Meher
Baba by Bill Eaton.
133 pp..
Paperback $8.95.

The unplanned journey
to God is the focus of

this memoir of meetings
with Meher Baba in the

1950s and 1960s.

Footprints in the Sand
by William M.
Stephens.
142 pp..
Paperback $12.00.

One of the first books

- and very well done it
is - by one of those
drawn to Meher Baba

after he dropped his
body in 1969. Full of all
the excitement of the

1970s' rush to Meher

Baba.

\ New CDs adapting
lyrics from Daniel Ladinsky's renderings or
Hafiz poems in I Heord God Lciiigihfnj

$9.00 each.

See page 16 fop mope books by Daniel Ladinsky
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I'm Yours

Bob and Jane
Brown's first solo cas
sette, featuring a
haunting rendition of
'The Gujerati Arti."

$10.00.

r,..'

The Best of the Glow: A

15-year Restrespective
by Naosherwan Anzar.
204 pp..
Paperback $8.95.

From its inception in
1966, The Glow

Magazine has repre
sented an on-going
source of interviews and

articles devoted to Meher

Baba. This collection

includes interviews with

two of the Prem Ashram

attendees fifty years later.

Meher Baba's Next

Wave: Ordinary
People's Encounters
with God edited by
Carolyn Ball.
254 pp..
Paperback $12.95.

A variety of fascinat
ing coming-to-Baba
stories from the post-
1969

generation of Baba
lovers.

Victory Unto
Yhee
Bob and Jane
Brown's album of 18
songs, including the
classic "Victory Unto
Thee" and an Urdu
ghozal compsed by
Meher Baba.

$10.00.

Be Mine

More delicious
Brown and Brown,
including 'The Seven
Names of God."

$10.00.



Meher Baba: the
Awakener of the Age by
Don E. Stevens.

314 pp.. Paperback $15.00.

A new and elegantly written
biography of Meher Baba, well
flavared with Don Stevens'

personal experiences with the
Avatar, as well as a thorough

discussion of Meher Bobo's messages on such top
ics OS the origin of creation, love, surrender, medi
tation, the individual, the occult and the Master.

Some Results by
Don E. Stevens.

113 pp.. Paperback $10.00.

Stevens, narrator of Listen,
Humanity, an editor of God
Speaks and longtime follower of
Meher Baba, has set down on

--la variety of his own

Hazra is Ciiso >._^

Memoirs of A Zeten

tiers of o V e

MEHER BABA
The .Ancient One

Letters of Love for

Meher Baba, The
Ancient One

Compiled by Jane
Haynes.

632 pp..
Hardcover

$25.00.

This collection of

letters to the

Haynes family
provides a record
of timeless love

and inspiration.
They form a kind
of journal, deeply
personal and yet

universal because of the writers who penned them:
Mehera, Mani, Elizabeth Patterson, Kitty Davy, Adi K. Irani
and Charles Purdom. With excerpts from Jane Haynes'
_diaries of her years as a follower of Meher Baba and as

hejvleher Spiritual Center, in particular
"ho was his "pen,"

service to the

world for 40

d here

ie gave her

Nor IN AS
Gift

A'UKcr

PCK...

Norina's Gift: Messages from
Meher Baba Received Through
Princess Norina Matchabelli.

176 pp.. Hardcover.
$20.00.

Includes reprints of two long-
out-of-print works by Norina
Matchabelli, Fragments of a
Spiritual Diary and Forty
Messages from Meher
Baba, and a 40-page
biography of one of Meher
Baba's early western
disciples.

7

ifect gift
prsuasion.

AVAILABLE

AND AUDIO TAPE.Eternal Beloved

An extraordinary 40 minutes
devoted to Meher Baba's life,
with exquisitely restored
color film of Baba and new

interviews with the mandali.

40 min. $49.95.
SEE PAGE 14 PGR
MORE VIDEOS.

$15.00 $12.00.
Three new musical offerings on CD

by Judith Sholwell, Jim Meyers and Jerry Edwards
13



Accepting His Way
Delightful stories by Moni, Meher Baba's
sister, describes, in her inimitable style,
learning the ways of the master.
27min. $15.00

All This and Heaven T©@
One of the V/ifness Series. Exquisite
footage of Mani, Meher Baba's sister,
telling stories of her life with Babo.
61 min. $49.95

The Ancient One

This 30-minute video features film taken
at the last public darshan given by
Meher Babo in Poona in 1965.
30 min. $39.95

AvatEii?

Produced as an introductory film and
shovm on Australian TV, this video
includes film of Meher Babo in the 1950s
and 1960s and footage of the 1962 and
1965 Poona darshans. 13 min. $19.95

Bsba's SCEirrj
This 12-minute video, produced for Kilty
Dav/s memorial gathering in December
1991, includes footage from what can
only be described as a triumphant 100th
birthday celebration, movie film from
1958, still pictures and video shots from
eodier gatherings. 12 min. $15.00

14
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Powerful in its directness and simplicity,
this 1990 interview with Eruch Jessawala
focuses on finding the Beloved within
and the imprtance of that prsonal
relationship. 52 min. $29.95

The Beisve?!]"s 'iiysskiiitfef
One of the Wifness Series. Fascinating
talk by Agnes Barons, one of Meher
Baba's long-time devoted western disci
ples. Includes extraordinary footage of
Meher Babo at Meher Mount in Ojai,
California. 58 min. $38.95

ieioved 'IWofflla OJs

This 10-minute color movie features
scenes of Meher Boba at Guruprasad,
Meherabad and Meherazad in 1959
and 1969. With o soundtrack of some of
Baba's favorite western music.
10 min. $19.95

Beyssi!?! W®pd!s
Louis von Gosteren's 1967 film of Meher
Babo now available on video. Twenty-
eight minutes of the most exquisite
footage ever taken of Babo. With a
booklet describing the film project.
28 min. $50.00

f'Mi-'hfi' ©ysfili €ltes®K fe IHIiinS;!
Fifly-seven minutes of Eruch Jessawala
talking about life with Meher Babo.
57 min. $49.95

Ba(

The author of Conversations wi§h The

Awakener and More Conversations

with The 4wakener shares his sense
of how these "conversations" come into
being in a worm, loving and humor-
laced interview videotaped in 1992.
34 min. $15.00

A Date With the Eternal
Beloved; Amartithi in India
1989

All the color, flavor and heart of a three-
day Amartithi is captured in this video.
The tape is unique as it depicts the last
Amartithi attended by Meher Baba's
Beloved Mehero. 32 min. $15.00

®®imf All Fsip His Sake
Meher Baba's sister Mani talking in
Mandali Hall about pleasing Baba.
32 min. $15.00

lack One His Duty
Dr. Goher Irani, a disciple of Meher
Babo since childhood, talks intimately
about her master. 57 min. $49.95

Tflae iasMUest ©latheFaoje]
Produced by Pete Townshend and edited
by Ginny Kalz, this video blends film of
that unique 1962 event from various
sources. 22 min. $30.00

Eteptin! Befe'wedl
An extroordinoiy 40 minutes devoted to
Meher Baba's life, with exquisitely
restored color film of Babo and new
interviews with the mandali.

40 min. $49.95

Ihe IFufer© ViTfth Melssp
Eruch Jessawala talks about what the
future will bring and reflects on his life
with Meher Babo in this 1981 interview.
45 min. $19.95

This 50-minute color film narrates the
1976 Amartithi observance at
Meherabad and includes interviews with
Meher Baba's mandali. With music by
Pete Townshend and Jeff Mylett.
50 min. $29.95

"Helloj Sucks™
A brilliant tribute to Margaret Craske,
combining movie film, audio topes and
still pictures in a warm-hearted memoir
of this early disciple of Meher Boba.
22 min. $15.00

5a IL®'je ©sel
Eruch Jessawala tells the story of the time
Meher Boba told his mandali how they
should love God. 45 min. $29.95

Meher Baba's much filmed tour of
Andhra and Homirpur in 1954 is on
video for the first time. Full of incredibly
beautiful shots of Meher Boba, it includes
new interviews with the mandali who

were on that tour, 52 min. $49.95

Kitty: L@ve in Service
In a lovely mix of video, still pictures and
audio, here is (as she refers to herself at
one point) "just Kitty" - the one and only,
unique as a human being, unique as one
of Meher Baba's oldest disciples.
13 min. $15.00

Tk© L@rd of Love

Four films of Meher Babo: Dehro Dun in
1954; Avatar in Australia and Happy
Birthday Baba in 1958; and Walking
with the Master in 1961. Music sound
track. 35 min. $34.95

i Witk ©asl
One of the Wifness Series. Irene Billo
tells how she come to know of Babo in
Switzerland. Includes stories of her life in
India with Meher Boba, with the artist
Helen Dahm and other westerners.
57 min. $38.95

IL®v© IPePsQtJEiec!

David Itkowitz's stunning retrospective of
photographs from the picture book of the
same name, with seldom-seen color film
of Meher Boba and a music soundtrack.
30 min. $40.00

a;i Mekerazad ©fjc'clcua

Meher Baba's sister talks about her
childhood in this 35-minute video
recorded in 1982. 35 min. $29.95

Meher Bab@ at
Hudson, 1932
Token by Paramount in 1932, this news-
reel was rediscovered in 1994 in a film
archive in New York. Enhanced bv
freeze-framing of the best shots of Babo
and comments on the film written by
Mani, this is an extraordinary look at the
young Meher Babo. 8 min. $ 15.00

Meher Baba Lord & Frieiiiicil;
Mehera Remembers Meher
Baba.

One of the WHness Series. Mehera,
Meher Baba's closest woman disciple,
remembers Babo. 58 min. $54.95

Meher Baba's 1932
Message f© America
Rediscovered in 1993 in the archives of
the University of South Carolina, this
unedited film footage - never before
seen - was recorded by Movietone in
New York. In it, Babo answers questions
posed by Meredith Starr about his
mission in America. 7 min. $15.00

fflelser isfea's €@ii

Edited by Chris Riger from the original
35 mm film, this major production fea
tures 'Three Incredible Weeks," the 1954
men's darshan at Meherabad.
34 min. $39.95

Mehera; Meher Baba's
ieSeved

Narrated by Meheru Irani, gives an in-

depth picture of Mehero's life using rare
photos and film clips and interviews
with Mehera. 42 min. $39.95

Memoirs the Frivolous
Three: An Evening with
Margaret Craske, Kitty
Davy and Delia DeLeon
Toped in the fall of 1988 in Myrtle
Beach, more than an hour of unforget
table repartee and stories from three of
Baba's earliest western disciples.
73 min. $15.00

©fferlmg ©ur topepfedions
A 1994 interview with Eruch Jessawala
about giving all our imperfections to
Meher Babo, and a range of other topics
including the necessity of befriending
the mind. 50 min. $29.95

® IPep'JSPelQg&jE'
The best shots of Meher Baba from a
wide variety of films, edited into a 10-
minute segment and backed by Pete
Tawnshend's powerful rendition of The
Parvardigar Prayer.
10 min. $19.95

P&ieltrl

One of the "Pillars of Meherabad" at his
pithy best in a series of interviews, in which
he emphasizes the importance of obedi
ence to the master. 60 min. $ 19.95

Ec'Jor

Peter Saul's moving account of finding
and meeting Meher Baba, videotaped
at Meherabad in 1989. Peter was one of
Margaret Craske's dancers.
43 min. $15.00

A 1993 interview with Eruch Jessawala
about the inner life with Meher Baba.
Includes photos and film footage of
Meher Boba. 60 min. $29.95

TBape®=@(y)!igpters ®l the World

Bhou Kalchuri, one of Baba's mandali
interviewed by Alexandra Marks of the
Christian Science Monitor.

33 min. $9.95

f® ie MsaSasirfjl;

A fascinating interview with Eruch
jl 982) about his understanding what
Babo wants from us and what He really
meant when he said to be natural.
50 min. $29.95

Wsrgmic! Rodd: Memories
@f Meher

A touching and often humorous account
of what it was like for a westerner to
hove close association with the Avatar.
48 min. $25.00

WelJ«©!i5iie S@ My WmM
Mani demonstrates and explains Meher
Baba's unique hand gestures in this 60-
minute color video. 60 min. $19.95



After All This Time
(See CD)

Ancient One

The 1974 Original Kitchen Choir presents
a variety of songs from the late '60s and
early '70s (when the singers were young
and literally roaring with enthusiasm).

$10.00

Ancient One Biues
(See CD) $10.00

Another World
(See CD) $10.00

Be Mine
More delicious Brown and Brown, including
Ihe Seven Names of God. $10.00

Beyond Love
Rafael Rudd on harp and Laura Renino
on flute in 12 instrumentols, featuring
Fanfosy Varialions on the Gujerali
AiH. $10.00

Dante's House
A treasure of a restored recording,
mode during Meher Bobo's visit to a
follower's home in Los Angeles on
August 1, 1956. $10.00
The East-West Gathering
Cassette of the original LP by the
Chicago Meher Babo Group from 1973.
lyrics by Francis Brabazon and music
by David Miotke. $6.95
God-Man of My Heart
Gail Zwern singing in the style of Jim
Reeves. $8.00
Full Circle
(See CD) $10.95
Glory of Love
Buz Connor's smashing solo album: his
lyrics, music and voice, backed by a
splendid chorus. $10.95
Happy Trails
The first album bv Mark Trichka and Lisa
Brande and you'll love it! Includes their
unique renditons of Beguine the
Begvine, Night and Day, Welcome
fo My Worfd, the Very Ifieugfif of
Voo and others. $10.00
1 Dreamed 1 Saw My Saviour
Especially memorable on this, Jamie
Newell's first solo album, is his arrange
ment of Dr. Ghani's Song of Ifie New
life. $10.00

1 Won't Hold Back

The third cassette album by Gabriella
Tal, this time with Mark Malachi.
Wonderful songs of Rumi - a real
listening pleasure. $10.00

I'm Yours

Bob and Jane Brown's first solo cassette,
featuring a haunting rendition of the
Gu|erafi Arti. $ 10.00

Know Your Arti
Produced by Raine Eostmon-Garnett.
Includes Gu/erafi, Hindi,
Australian, American,
Satchitananda, Beloved God and
Parvardigar Prayer. Sung by Raine
and others. $10.00

My Heart is Calling You
Fifteen songs written by Mani Irani, a
few performed by herself, others by well
known singers of Bobo music. A lovely
tribute. $10.00

The Lord and The Lady
Dedicated to Meher Bobo and Mehera,
this cassette features the voices and
instrumentals of 14 musicians. $10.00

Meher Baba: Avatar of
the Age
The soundtrack for Irwin Luck's film, with
all the music and the readings of Boba's
words by Flenry Kashouly. $ 10.00
Now Til The End
(See CD) $12.00

On the Road to Meherobod
3-D Jones (sisters Denise, Deonna and
Debbie) in a rousing performance of
Deonna's songs. $ 10.00
One Dream Away
(See CD) $10.00
One Real Friend
From 1976, the younger voice of Jim
Meyer on his first solo album, featuring
the unforgettable, I Will Never Leave
You. $10.00

Relentless Love

Jim Meyer's third solo album. You'll
wear this one out in a herry - a great
performance! $12.00
So Close

Gabriella Tal's second solo album includes
two Rumi poems put to music. $ 10.00
The Second Coming
Jamie Newell's clear voice rings out in
old-time religion style, featuring his own
music and lyrics in songs dedicated to
Meher Baba. $ 10.00

Skydoncer
The title song is unforgettable in Rafael
Rudd's latest collection of instrumentals.
With vocals by Annie Haslam and Jane
Brown. $10.95

Sweet Wine of Love
Cathy Haas Riley's first solo album, high
lighted by her rendition of Bob Holdt's
Ocean of love. $10.00

Victory Unto Thee
Bob and Jane Brown's album of 18
songs, including the classic Victory
Unto fhee and an Urdu ghazal
composed by Meher Baba. $ 10.00

White Rock Trail

15 songs from Gory Edelman including
the heartbreaking, "Someone Like You",
the background music from the Meher
Baba's Call video. $10.00

Window to God

One of Jamie Newell's best, including
the title song and The Most BeaulHul
Word. With the New Life Revival Band.

$10.00

CDs
After All This Time

Cindy Lowe's second solo album, with
fourteen more of her beautifully written
songs. $15.00

Ancient Ones Blues

Jeriy Edwards and friends in a rousing
performance of R&B, rock, jazz and stan
dards, including Meherabad Gone Blues.

$12.00

Another World

From the Tampa Baba Group, professional
musicians Pam and Danny Rubenstein
bring a very polished performance to this
cassette of their original songs. Wonderful
listening. $12.00
Beautiful

A full gift basket of new lyrics and music
by Ward Parks with vocals as well by
Ted Judson, Cathy Riley, Perry Flinn,
John Connor and Debbie Nordeen. This
one has interesting overtones of Gaelic
longing and pathos. $14.00

Cherish The Present

Roger Robinson's worm, soothing voice
along with his meditoive guitar and
lyrics create a sweet lullabye style and
serene atmosphere. $20.00

Dance in the Breeze!

A unique collection of stories, songs and
poems about love, compassion, and self-
discovery along the spiritual path.

$15.00

Eclipse
Jane Brown's first solo album, including
an exquisite Gujerati Arti. Also per
forming are Pedro Miranda, Rafael
Rudd, Robert Weinstein and Bob Een.

$15.00

Full Circle

A first solo album of Margaret Bernstein's
compositions for flute, piano and synthe
sizers, Full Circle will spread peace and
gentleness through your sound
system. $10.95

Graceful and Magnificent
A new collection of old and new music
from Gabriella Tal, with Mark Molcchi.
Sax, flute and guitar accompany the
music. $15.00

Meher'sWIne
Dave Miotke, Darrell Rupe and Ron
Greenstein got together one July night
to record this enthusiastic CD live.
Great fun. $12.95

New Til The End

Ten new songs by Cindy Lowe includ
ing new versions of 3 classics: New
Til The End, Keep Me Near, and
The Beloved God Prayer. Vintage
Lowe, even more sophisticated than
earlier albums with an overall quieter
tone. $12.95

No Strings Attached
Judith Shotwell's fans hove waited a

long time for this recording, and it was
well worth it. Includes heart-tugging
renditions of the American, Australian
and Gujerati Artis. $ 15.00
One Dream Away
A superb solo performance by Cindy
Lowe on a tope intended for a commer
cial audience but with songs that have
meaning for Baba followers. $14.00
Out of the Source

Gabriella Tal's sweet and moving
collection of songs and chants written
for life's elements: ether, air, fire, water
and earth. $12.00

Waiting on This Hill
More words and music from Ward
Parks, with performances by a host of
accomplished friends. $ 12.00

Ways to AHain the
Supreme Reality
Jim Meyer at his veiy best with musi
cal interpretations of Malcolm Schloss'
1952 book of poetry, written at Meher
Baba's request. $ 17.95
Your Life is Not Your Own

Robert Een's wonderfully realized
voice and cello collection, including his
Meherazod Quartet (song numbers 3,
7, 9 and 12). $12.00

Come to My House
A collection of Hofiz poems from Dan
Ladinsky's I Heard God laughing,
put to music by Sufi singers and musi
cians. The title song is terrific. One of
three CD collections. $9.00

Dance Dervish Dance

More of Don Ladinsky's Hafiz versions
set to music by Sufi musicians. $9.00
Whisper I Love You
Another collection of Hofiz versions
from Dan Ladinsky's I Heard God
Laughing. $9.00
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DANIEI LADINSKY
STAY WITH GOD

1 IHotd Cod Lsighing
RetuUntp }bfa

\
by Fraiici5
Brabazon.

PP-/
Hardcover

$20.00

ler Bobo described this book

of poetry as "second only in
importance to God Speaks."
Francis Brabazon, on Australian,
who met Meher Babo in New
York in 1952 and spent 10
years with Him in India, from
1959 to 1969, presents in this
volume a powerful elucidation of
illusion and Reality. But its most
powerful - almost stunning -
section is The Love Song of
John Kerry, obviously a poetic
account of Francis' own life and

spiritual journey.
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Light on
Running Water
byFilis
Frederick-

ppTPopfefl
$10.00,

1 Heard God
Laughing by
Daniel Ladinslcy.
84 pp., Paperback
$14.00.

The title alone is
enough to draw a
reader to these
inspired, inspiring and
startling renditions of
Hafiz, now one of the
most popular poets in
the world.

The Subject
Tonight is Love by
Daniel Ladinsky.
78 pp., Paperback
$10.00.
Sixty more versions of
Hafiz. Dan Ladinsky's
work provides what is
probably the most
approachable Hafiz
for westerners.

The Gift by
Daniel Landinsky.
348 pp.. Paperback
$13.95.

A splendid accom
plishment and a rich
feast of stunning
versions of Hafiz in

Ladinsky's third
collection. Not to

be missed.

Songs Grown
from Sand and
Stones by Mirek.
154 pp.. Paperback.
$10.00.

'■'A collection of clear, light and
succinct poems by a longtime
follower of Meher Baba and
founder and editor of The
Awakener Magazine.

Processional of
Joy by Malcolm
Schloss.
78 pp., Hardcover.
$2.50.

All the fierceness - and the won
drous soft joy - of a man in love
with God explodes out of these
very personal poems.

Only a few copies
are left of the 1946 first edition of
"soul songs" by Malcolm Schloss,
an early western follower of
Meher Babo.

CALL FOR ADDITIONAL
TITLES HOT SHOWN
843/R7R-I339

Posters/Map

anrt un<ier>4and»tn^
_ WAvx VVi\u

True Love
Poster
16 X 24"
$2.50

Quote from
Meher Babo
with photo of
Meher Babo

embracing
Mohammed,
the Mast.

Love is Self-
Communicative
Poster
10'/5x 15 74"
$3.00
Quote by Meher
Baba about the
nature of love, with
photo of Babo.

Additional
POSTERS, ART

REPRODUCTIONS & NOTECARDS
ARE ALSO AVAILABLE

Beyond Words
Poster
14x18" $10.00
Full-color, high-
quality print of
Babo from the film
Beyond Words
with close-up of
Baba's face, filmed
in 1967 at
Meherazad. The
image, surrounded
by 0 black and
gold border, is on
heavy glossy
paper.

Movie Posters
11x17" $5.00
27x28" $10.00
Full-color reproduc
tions of large
poster for Irwin
Luck's movie
Meher Baba
Avatar of The
Age. Available
in 2 sizes.

in His
Footsteps
12x18", folds to
4x9" $1.95
2-color map show
ing Babo
places in
Poona.
Wittipho-|
tos and
directions.
Ideal for
your next |
trip to
Poona
(Pune).
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How to Order
Please total your order, add insurance (see order form), and add shipping and handling charges
($4.00 for the first item, $1.00 for each additional item above $5.00). For orders outside of USA,

please double the above charges. Send check or money order in US dollars.
(Visa or MasterCard information for orders of $10.00 or more) to;

Sheriar Books, 807 34th Ave. S., North Myrtle Beach, SC 29582
Phone: 843/272-1339 ® FAX: 843/361-1747 « E-mail: Books@sheriarfoundation.org

Website: www.sheriarfoundation.org
Please save this catalog. A new order form will be enclosed wth each order.

We've moved..
Visit our new location.

807 34th Ave. S.
North Myrtle Beach,
SC 29582

Phone: 843/272-1339
FAX: 843/361-1747

© Copyright Sheriar Foundation 2000


